
BOESCH SUNSKI 6BOESCH SUNSKI 6��55
Sporty, comfortable and spacious

A generous storage space is located beneath the luxurious 
sunbathing area.*

The integrated Bimini-Top is perfectly adapted to  
marine conditions.*

Big smooth running even at high speeds.*

Precision handiwork comes to life within the  
dashboard detailing.*

The spacious cockpit comfortably accommodates up to  
six persons.*

OVERVIEW

Optimized for sport 
The Boesch Sunski 625 expertly combines comfort and driving pleasure with high performance for sport enthusiasts. This model was designed 
specifically for the fun of waterskiers and wakeboarders alike, with a unique ability to create optimum conditions for both. Depending on the desired 
speed range, the Boesch Sunski 625 is able to create a soft, flat wake for waterskiing, or a well-defined, larger wake for wakeboarders. The ski pylon is 
situated directly at the boat’s centre of the wetted interval surface, ensuring a perfectly smooth and straight pull during the lateral swings of weight 
generated by a skier’s movement. Extra large storage areas in the bow and on the starboard side of the engine create ample space, situated for 
equipment such as skis, dry and wet suits and more. An expansive 2 m x 1.25 m deck above the motor and storage area allows for luxurious enjoyment 
of the sun, while freedom of movement remains unrestricted via a unique port-side passage for convenient access to the large swimming platform. 

Precise and functional equipment
High speeds and maneuverability; the features of the Boesch Sunski 625 seamlessly combine to define these qualities at the highest level. 
Uniquely positioned in front of the rounded windshield is a compactly secured cover for the Bimini-Top. The Perfect Pass Stargazer System 
ensures simple and precise speed control.

Boesch V-8 Power
Supreme acceleration and optimal cruising speeds are achieved effortlessly with the powerful 5.7 l, V-8 petrol engine, generating an impressive 
320 HP. This commanding engine is complimented and refined by Boesch Horizon Gliding Technology, resulting in remarkable smoothness at 
high speeds and a continuously balanced trim in the water. The Boesch Sunski 625 continues the time-honoured tradition of quality and 
elegance truly achieved only through hand construction, while remaining in the lower price segment of the Boesch fleet.

MEASUREMENTS AND WEIGHTS

Length (hull) 6.25 m

Length (over all) 6.70 m

Beam (hull) 2.15 m

Beam (over all) 2.20 m (rubbing strake)

Draft 0.54 m

Weight 1300 kg

Load capacity 6 persons

Fuel tank 100 l

CE design category  C

 
BOAT PERFORMANCE

Maximum speed: 70 km/h (38 kn)

ENGINES

Standard Gasoline engine V-8 5.7 l with electronic  
 injection, 239 kW (320 HP), certified for  
 CH + EU directive 2013 / 53

Gearbox ZF63A gear reduction ratio 1,22:1

Horizon Gliding*

*picture: marina-online.ch
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COLOR OPTIONS

Since mahogany is a natural product,  
the colors may differ slightly from the 
example shown.  

dark brown red brown light brown


